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Summary

The mechanisms that order cellular packing geometry
are critical for the functioning of many tissues, but

they are poorly understood. Here, we investigate this
problem in the developing wing of Drosophila. The

surface of the wing is decorated by hexagonally
packed hairs that are uniformly oriented by the planar

cell polarity pathway. They are constructed by a hexag-

onal array of wing epithelial cells. Wing epithelial cells
are irregularly arranged throughout most of develop-

ment, but they become hexagonally packed shortly be-
fore hair formation. During the process, individual cell

boundaries grow and shrink, resulting in local neigh-
bor exchanges, and Cadherin is actively endocytosed

and recycled through Rab11 endosomes. Hexagonal
packing depends on the activity of the planar cell po-

larity proteins. We propose that these proteins polar-
ize trafficking of Cadherin-containing exocyst vesicles

during junction remodeling. This may be a common
mechanism for the action of planar cell polarity pro-

teins in diverse systems.

Introduction

The function of some epithelial tissues depends on the
exact geometry of constituent cells. Sensory epithelia
of the inner ear comprise an ordered array of hair cells
and support cells (McKenzie et al., 2004; Tilney and Sa-
unders, 1983; Tilney et al., 1986). To respond to mechan-
ical perturbations caused by sound or motion, stereo-
cilia bundles on sensory hair cells must be precisely
aligned (Roberts et al., 1988).

The optical properties of vertebrate and invertebrate
eyes depend on cellular packing geometry. In Dipteran
eyes, which utilize neural superposition to increase their
sensitivity, axons of rhabdomeres in different omatidia
responding to the same spatial information converge
to the same place in the lamina, superimposing their sig-
nals (Nilsson, 1989). Small deviations in packing within
or between omatidia would make this system unwork-
able. In the vertebrate eye, hexagonal packing of lens fi-
ber cells minimizes light scattering by cell membranes
and is essential for transparency (Tardieu, 1988). How
do cells form such precise geometrical arrays?
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The developing wing of Drosophila provides an attrac-
tive genetic and cell biological system in which to ad-
dress these questions. The wing is covered by a hexag-
onally packed array of hairs, each constructed by a
single wing epithelial cell. Hairs are oriented distally
and parallel to the longitudinal wing veins, and they
have been proposed to guide air flow over the surface
of the wing during flight (Wootton, 1992); regular hair
spacing and orientation would clearly be important for
this function. Genetic analysis has identified a group of
‘‘tissue polarity’’ or ‘‘planar cell polarity (PCP)’’ genes es-
sential for global orientation of hairs on the wing surface
(Gubb and Garcia-Bellido, 1982). These genes encode
proteins that localize to adherens junctions and polarize
to form tightly coupled proximal and distal cortical do-
mains of different composition several hours before
hair formation (Adler, 2002; Eaton, 2003; Strutt, 2002;
Tree et al., 2002a). Here, we show that PCP proteins
also have an essential role in generating orderly hexag-
onal packing of wing epithelial cells as they polarize
along the proximal-distal axis.

Results

The Wing Epithelium Becomes Hexagonally
Packed Shortly before Hair Formation

To study changes in epithelial packing, we developed
an automated image analysis program (see Experimen-
tal Procedures). After staining developing wings for
E-Cadherin, we used the program to identify each cell
and to measure the length of each cell-cell contact, the
total perimeter and area of each cell, and the number
of its neighbors. We also identified three- and four-cell
vertices in the epithelium. The analysis was performed
at larval and prepupal stages, and at five pupal time
points beginning at the P2B stage described by Wad-
dington (Waddington, 1941) and ending at the time of
hair outgrowth (Figure 1, see timeline in Table S1; see
the Supplemental Data available with this article online).

Figures 1A–1G show processed images of wings at
different developmental stages in which tetragonal,
pentagonal, hexagonal, heptagonal, and octagonal cells
are indicated by different colors. Intervein regions of
three wings for each stage were quantified and aver-
aged to generate the plots shown in Figures 1H–1J (a to-
tal of approximately 2500 cells per time point). Wing ep-
ithelial cells are irregularly packed throughout larval and
prepupal development (Figures 1A and 1B). Less than
half the cells are hexagonal, and of nonhexagonal cells,
the majority are pentagons (Figure 1I); on average, each
cell has less than six (5.55) neighbors.

The wing epithelium is repacked into a quasihex-
agonal array beginning shortly after the pupal molt and
ending just before hair formation. Figures 1C–1G show
regions surrounding longitudinal vein 3 (L3, see car-
toon). Results for intervein cells are quantified in
Figure 1I. Similar repacking occurs in other regions of
the wing (Figures S1A–S1I; see Supplemental Data avail-
able with this article online). The increase in hexagons
occurs mainly at the expense of pentagons, although
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Figure 1. Changes in Packing of Wild-Type Wing Epithelia during Development

(A–G) The wing cartoons highlight the region of the wing. Epithelia become hexagonally packed during pupal development. Processed images of

Cadherin-stained wings at (A) larval and (B) prepupal stages and at five different pupal times (TP1–TP5) from (C–G) Waddington stages P2B–P2C.

The number of neighbors for each cell, determined by using Cellenger automated image analysis software, is color coded on the images. All scale

bars are 10 mm.

(H) Percentage of 3-fold and 4-fold vertices during pupal stages TP1–TP5. Consistent with Euler’s formula (F + V 2 E = 2), which describes the

mathematical relationship between the total number of faces (F), vertices (V), and edges (E), the percentage of 3-fold vertices increases as the

epithelium becomes more hexagonal.

(I) Percentage of cells with four, five, six, seven, or eight neighbors (color coded as indicated) at different developmental times.

(J) Variability in the total cell perimeter and individual cell edge length decreases between TP1 and TP4. Standard deviations are expressed as

a percentage of the average perimeter (or average cell edge length) to control for cell size differences. Approximately 2500 cells per data point

were averaged to obtain the data in (H)–(J). Only intervein cells on the dorsal side of the wing surface were analyzed.
smaller decreases in the number of four-, seven-, and
eight-sided cells occur also (Figure 1I and Figures S1H
and S1I). Consistent with Euler’s formula, which defines
the relationship between faces, edges, and vertices of
polyhedra, the number of four-cell vertices decreases,
and the number of three-cell vertices increases (Fig-
ure 1H) as the average neighbor number grows from
5.55 to 5.96. This means that there is a net increase in
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Figure 2. Junction Remodeling Occurs during Hexagonal Repacking

(A) Single images from a time-lapse series of stage-P2B pupal wings expressing Cadherin-GFP. Frame numbers (separated by 30 s) are indicated

in the upper-left corner of each image. Overlaid on each frame is a color-coded cartoon of the region undergoing junction remodeling. Blue in-

dicates heptagons, gray indicates hexagons, and yellow indicates pentagons. Cells and junctions that undergo remodeling are highlighted in

different colors. The complete time lapse is available in Movie S1.

(B) Schematic illustration of junction remodeling events in pupal wings.

(C) Changes in the length of the perimeter of cells C and C0, and the growing boundary between them.

(D) Average perimeters of pentagonal, hexagonal, and heptagonal cells.
the number of cell contacts. Regularization of epithelial
packing is also reflected in the decreased variability of
the area (not shown) and perimeter (Figure 1J) of wing
cells. Variation in individual junction lengths decreases
even more than that of the cell perimeter (Figure 1J),
consistent with junctional material becoming more sym-
metrically distributed between neighbors. Although the
absolute number of cell contacts increases during hex-
agonal packing, the total perimeter is minimized, sug-
gesting that total junctional material need not increase.
By the time hairs form, intervein regions of the wing con-
sist of 78% hexagons. These are arrayed in neat rows
of coordinate orientation, occasionally interrupted by
pentagons and heptagons. Similar regularization of cell
packing occurs in the moth wing before scale formation
(Nardi and Magee-Adams, 1986). These data show that
generation of a hexagonally packed array of epithelial
cells is a discrete developmental event, not a ‘‘ground
state’’ of epithelia.

Intercellular Junctions Shrink and Grow
during Hexagonal Repacking

To study how cell contacts were remodeled, we per-
formed live confocal imaging on pupal wings expressing
Cadherin:GFP (Oda and Tsukita, 2001) (Figure 2A, com-
plete time-lapse in Supplemental Data). We often ob-
served intercellular junctions shrinking to form a four-
way vertex. Four-way vertices then resolved into a pair
of three-way vertices (colored cell boundaries in Fig-
ure 2A, schematized in Figure 2B), sometimes by reex-
panding the original cell boundary (green boundary be-
tween cells D and D0 in Figure 2A), or alternatively by
assembling a junction between different cells in the per-
pendicular direction (red boundary between cells A and
A0, turquoise boundary between cells C and C0, and pink
boundary between cells B and B0). These events resem-
ble those of embryonic convergent extension (Bertet
et al., 2004; Oda and Tsukita, 1999; Zallen and Zallen,
2004); however they are not as strongly directional.
This is consistent with the absence of dramatic concur-
rent changes in the proportions of the wing epithelium.

Assembly of new cell contacts takes place within
6–15 min—much more rapidly than junctions assemble
de novo in embryonic epithelia (Tepass and Hartenstein,
1994). Thus, we wondered whether the junctional mate-
rial that accumulates at these boundaries might derive
from preexisting cell contacts rather than from the bio-
synthetic pathway. To approach this question, we asked
whether growth of a new cell boundary added to the to-
tal cellular perimeter. Measuring the perimeter of cells C
and C0 during the elongation of the boundary between
them (Figure 2C) revealed that the length of the cell perim-
eter fluctuates over a period of several minutes. These
fluctuations do not correlate with the development of the
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Figure 3. Cadherin Trafficking during Cortical Polarization

All scale bars are 10 mm.

(A–C) Projections of E-Cadherin-stained wings that include all sections with junctional E-Cadherin. (A) Intervein regions surrounding L3 of a wild-

type wing stained for E-cadherin after a 45 min shift to 34ºC starting at stage P2B. The row of smaller cells stained more intensely for E-cadherin in

the center of the image corresponds to L3. (B) shi pupal wing stained for E-cadherin after a 45 min shift to 34ºC starting in P2B. Red arrows in-

dicate gaps in E-cadherin. (C) A shi wing (between L3 and L4) shifted for 3 hr to 34ºC starting in P2B.

(D) A shi adult wing shifted for 6 hr to 34ºC starting at P2B.

(E–G) A living pupal wing (stage P2B) that expresses (E and F) GFP-Cadherin (green) ubiquitously and has been stained with (F and G) FM4-64

(red) for 15 min. FM4-64 labels the plasma membrane and any endosomes that form after addition.

(H–J) A single apical optical section of a stage-P2B pupal wing ubiquitously expressing low levels of (I and J) YFP-Rab11 (green) stained for (H

and I) E-Cadherin (red). Arrowheads indicate colocalization between Rab11 endosomes and E-Cadherin. Because this is not a projection of all

optical sections with junctional Cadherin staining, the junctional staining appears discontinuous.

(K–M) A stage-P2B pupal wing that has expressed Rab11SN in the cells indicated in (M) for 3 hr. Rab11SN is expressed by using the pUhr vector

(Marois et al., 2005) in which expression can be initiated after excision of an HcRed-containing FLP cassette between the UAS promoter and the

cDNA. (K and L) E-Cadherin (green) begins to disappear from cell boundaries of Rab11SN-expressing cells (indicated by residual HcRed fluo-

rescence in [L] and [M]).

(N–P) A Sec5E13 clone marked by the absence of (O and P) GFP (green). (N and O) Cadherin (red) accumulates in internal vesicles in mutant tissue.
new cell boundary, however. Consistent with this, the av-
erage perimeter of five-, six-, and seven-sided cells did
not differ by the length of a cell boundary, although we
found small, but significant, differences between them
(Figure 2D). These data suggest that the formation of
new cell contacts may utilize material derived from con-
tacts with other cells.

Dynamin Is Needed for Normal Cadherin Distribution

during Junction Remodeling
How might Cadherin or other junctional material be
added to a growing boundary? In other epithelia, Cad-
herin is dynamically endocytosed and recycled to mod-
ulate cell adhesion (Bryant and Stow, 2004). To test
whether this might happen in the pupal wing, we used
the temperature-sensitive shibire (shi) mutation of dyna-
min. Dynamin is required for scission of endocytic
vesicles (Sever, 2002) and vesicles formed from Rab11
recycling endosomes (Pelissier et al., 2003; van Dam
and Stoorvogel, 2002). A total of 30–45 min after shifting
to 34ºC, gaps form in junctional E-Cadherin in shi mutant
wings that are not found in wild-type control wings
(compare Figures 3A and 3B), even after 3 hr of temper-
ature shift (see Figure 4A). Similar results are obtained in
clones of shi mutant cells (Figures S2F and S2G). The
gaps form exclusively in intervein regions (not shown),
and they occur primarily at or adjacent to vertices. Sim-
ilar results were obtained for Armadillo, another ad-
herens junction protein (not shown). In contrast, the sep-
tate junction protein Coracle (Figures S2I–S2L) and
basolaterally localized CD2GFP (not shown) were undis-
turbed by loss of Dynamin. After 3 hr at 34ºC, shi mutant
cells show even larger gaps in Cadherin (Figure 3C). By
6 hr, cell-free areas are seen in the intervein region by
Cadherin staining (not shown). After these animals are
restored to 18ºC, emerging adults have holes in wing in-
tervein regions (Figure 3D). None of these changes are
observed when temperature shifts are performed on
third instar larvae (Figures S2A and S2B), even for longer
times. Loss of Cadherin is not a consequence of cell
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Figure 4. Defects in Hexagonal Packing Caused by PCP, Dynamin, and Cadherin Mutants

All scale bars are 10 mm.

(A) Upper panels: a wild-type wing shifted at P2B to 34ºC for 3 hr and stained for E-cadherin (left) and Fmi (middle). The right panel is color coded

to show cell neighbor number. Lower panels: a shi mutant wing shifted at P2B to 34ºC for 3 hr and stained for E-cadherin (left panel) and Fmi

(middle panel). Cell packing (right panel) is disturbed.

(B) Neighbor number and the variability of individual contact lengths of the wild-type and shi wings shown in (A).

(C) Neighbor number at TP5 (hair outgrowth) for wings of the indicated genotypes. Neighbor number is color coded as in Figure 1. For wings

expressing Cad:a-Cat, cell boundaries were determined by Fmi staining, which becomes more uniform at hair outgrowth.

(D) Time course of cell packing of pk-sple from TP1 to TP5.

(E) Percentage of cells with five neighbors at TP5 in wild-type and mutant wings.

(F) Percentage of cells with six neighbors at TP5 in wild-type and mutant wings.

(G) Standard deviation of the length of individual cell boundaries is normalized to the standard deviation of the cell perimeters for three wings per

genotype to correct for perimeter variability. For each mutant, this ratio is depicted as a percentage of the wild-type ratio. The average and stan-

dard deviation of the perimeters (in mm) of the different genotypes range from 16.8 6 2.6 (for OregonR) to 15.1 6 1.9 (for pk1).
death; Cadherin is lost before Caspase is found in the
nucleus (Figures S2C–S2E). These data suggest that Dy-
namin is required to maintain uniform localization of ad-
herens junctions, but not septate junctions or basolat-
eral proteins, during repacking. Development of holes
in intervein regions where Cadherin gaps form suggests
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that the loss of junctional proteins disturbs epithelial
integrity.

To precisely define the stage at which Dynamin was
required to maintain Cadherin, we systematically shifted
shi mutants to 34ºC during a sliding 6 hr window starting
just after pupariation and ending after hair formation. We
quantified the frequency and placement of holes in the
adult wing as a read-out because antibody penetration
is prevented by the cuticle throughout much of pupal de-
velopment. Although we observed a variety of pheno-
types (summarized in Table S1), only temperature shifts
initiated between P2A and mid-P2C (before hair forma-
tion) cause holes in the wing (Figure S2H). These data
show that epithelial repacking is temporally coincident
with the requirement for Dynamin.

To confirm that Cadherin enters the endocytic path-
way at the time of hexagonal repacking, we stained
GFP-Cadherin-expressing pupal wings (stage P2B)
with FM4-64. FM4-64 labels the plasma membrane
and endosomes that form after its addition. The majority
of pupal wing cells contain multiple internal spots of
GFP-Cadherin that colocalize with FM4-64 after 15–
30 min (Figures 3E–3G). Thus, Cadherin is actively endo-
cytosed during repacking.

To ask which type of endosomes contained Cadherin,
we used flies that ubiquitously expressed YFPRab11 or
CFPRab5 at low levels (Marois et al., 2005). Rab11 labels
recycling endosomes, and Rab5 marks early endo-
somes (Zerial and McBride, 2001). Cadherin was ob-
served in both types of endosomes (Figures 3H–3J
and Figures S3H–S3J), supporting the idea that it is en-
docytosed and recycled.

In MDCK cells, Cadherin is delivered through Rab11
endosomes (Lock and Stow, 2005). To ask whether
this occurs in the wing, we disturbed Rab11 function
by short-term expression of the dominant-negative
Rab11SN (Marois et al., 2005). A total of 3 hr after initiat-
ing Rab11SN expression, Cadherin begins to be lost
from the junctional region—a phenotype similar to that
of the shi mutant (Figures 3K–3M). These cells are not
apoptotic (Figures S3A–S3D). No gaps form when
Rab11SN is expressed for similar times in larval wing
discs (Figures S3E–S3G). Thus, Rab11 is required to
deliver Cadherin to junctions, and this requirement is
acute during epithelial repacking. Loss of junctional
E-Cadherin in dynamin mutant cells may reflect Dyna-
min’s function at Rab11 endosomes.

The exocyst is a multiprotein complex that mediates
polarized membrane delivery from recycling endo-
somes and from the golgi in many different cell types
(Lipschutz and Mostov, 2002; Prigent et al., 2003;
Sommer et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2004). In the thorax,
E-Cadherin delivery from recycling endosomes to the
zonula adherens depends on exocyst components (Lan-
gevin et al., 2005). To test whether E-Cadherin was re-
cycled via the exocyst during repacking in the wing,
we utilized a mutation in Sec5 (sec5E13) that has been
suggested to preferentially perturb recycling (Sommer
et al., 2005). Cadherin accumulates in internal vesicles
and along the plasma membrane in sec5E13 mutant cells
(Figures 3N–3P). Accumulation of internal vesicles sug-
gests that delivery of Cadherin is slowed. We do not
know whether higher levels of peripheral Cadherin stain-
ing reflect accumulated unfused vesicles, or whether
Sec5 may also function at some other step in Cadherin
trafficking.

Hexagonal Packing Is Disturbed by Inhibiting Dynamin

or Stabilizing E-Cadherin Contacts
To ask whether perturbing endocytosis and recycling
caused defective cell packing, we analyzed shi mutant
wings shortly after the shift to the restrictive tempera-
ture. Compared with wild-type shifted to the same tem-
perature, shi tissue was less hexagonal and had a higher
variability in the length of individual cell contacts (Fig-
ures 4A and 4B). This is consistent with the possibility
that Dynamin-dependent recycling of junctional compo-
nents is needed to remodel junctions; however, packing
may have been perturbed by some other Dynamin-
dependent process.

To test whether turnover of Cadherin itself was re-
quired for hexagonal packing, we induced expression
of an E-Cadherin:a-Catenin fusion protein at the time
of repacking (Dumstrei et al., 2002). A similar vertebrate
construct is not regulated by b-catenin, causes abnor-
mally stable adhesiveness, and inhibits motility in L cells
(Nagafuchi et al., 1994). Expression of this construct dis-
rupts hexagonal packing and increases the variability of
cell contact lengths (Figures 4C and 4E–4G and Table
S2). This is consistent with the idea that junction re-
modeling depends on the disassembly of E-Cadherin-
mediated contacts, although we cannot rule out addi-
tional effects mediated by irreversible linkage to the
actin cytoskeleton.

PCP Proteins Are Needed for Hexagonal Repacking
We suspected a link between the PCP pathway and ep-
ithelial repacking, because repacking occurs at the time
that these proteins are thought to polarize. We therefore
quantified neighbor number and junction length variabil-
ity at the time of hair outgrowth in different PCP mutants
(Figures 4C–4G and Table S2). For pk-sple13/26, we also
quantified neighbor number over time (Figure 4D).

pk-sple13/26 wings begin repacking at the same time
as wild-type (compare with Figure 1I); however, the pro-
cess is less successful. Whereas wild-type wings reduce
the percentage of pentagonal cells from 34% to 13% by
the time that hairs begin to emerge, pk-sple13/26 wings
retain 21% (Figures 4D and 4E and Table S2). Thus,
about 40% of the pentagonal cells that normally assem-
ble boundaries with new neighbors (and become hexag-
onal) fail to do so in pk-sple mutants. Consistent with
this, pk-sple wing epithelia contain abnormally high
numbers of four-way vertices between cells (Fig-
ure S1G). pk1 mutant wings are even more irregularly
packed than pk-sple13/26 wings (Figures 4C and 4E–4G
and Table S2). A total of 62% of the pentagonal cells
that would normally become hexagonal fail to assemble
boundaries with new neighbors in pk1 wings. Even four-
sided cells accumulate significantly in pk1 mutant wings
(Table S2). Individual cell contact lengths are also much
more variable; while pk-sple13/26 boundary lengths were
9% more variable than wild-type, those of pk1 were 42%
more variable (Figure 4G and Table S2). These data are
consistent with the earlier observation that adult pk
wings frequently contain pentagonal cells (Gubb et al.,
1999). They suggest that the assembly of new cell
boundaries and regularization of junction length do not
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Figure 5. Cell Packing is Nonautonomously Perturbed by fzR52 Mutant Clones

All scale bars are 10 mm. Color coding for different sided polygons is as in Figure 1.

(A and B) A fzR52 clone (colored red in [A] and [C]) stained for (A) E-Cadherin and (B) Fmi. Cells with altered Fmi polarity are colored green. Cad-

herin levels are normally elevated in the anterior compartment in pupal wings, accounting for brighter staining in the right half of the image.

(C) Image shown in (A) color-coded for polygon identity and overlaid with colors indicating clone (red), nonautonomously mispolarized cells

(green), and vein cells (dark gray).

(D) Different polygon classes in fzR52 mutant cells (red), wild-type cells with altered Fmi polarity (green), and unaffected wild-type cells (gray) from

images shown in (A)–(C).

(E–G) A fmiE59 clone stained for (E) Cadherin and (F) Fmi and analyzed for (G) neighbor number. The clone is shaded pink. fmiE59 mutant cells are

smaller than wild-type and have elevated E-Cadherin at apical junctions. The row of small cells to the left is a vein.

(H) Different polygon classes in fmiE59 mutant cells (red), wild-type cells directly adjacent to clone (green), and more distant wild-type cells (gray)

derived from images shown in (E)–(G).
occur efficiently in the absence of products of the Pk-
Sple locus.

Packing defects of the hypomorphic Flamingo (fmi) al-
lele, fmi(stan)3, are mild but significant (Figures 4C, 4E,
4F, and 4G and Table S2). The null allele fmiE59 produces
much stronger defects (Table S2 and Figure 5). The var-
iability of individual junctional lengths in these cells is
more than twice that of wild-type, and only 69% of
fmiE59 mutant cells become hexagonal, compared with
78% in wild-type (Table S2). Pentagonal cells persisted
in fmiE59 mutants (27% compared with 13% in wild-
type). This suggests that the majority of pentagonal cells
fail to assemble boundaries with new neighbors when
Fmi is missing.

We examined the packing geometry of two different
frizzled (fz) alleles, fzR52 and fzP21. fzP21 mutant wings
fall into two classes. While the majority of wild-type
and PCP mutant wings initiate hair formation by 42 hr af-
ter puparium formation (APF) (at 22ºC), a subset of fzP21

mutant wings does not. Since these wings were not ap-
optotic (as indicated by Caspase staining, data not
shown), we included them in our analysis and quantified
them separately. Even at 50 hr APF, their packing is
much more irregular than that of wild-type (Figures 4C
and 4E–4G and Table S2). Defects in fzP21 mutant wings
that do initiate hair formation by 42 hr APF are milder but
still significant (Figures 4C and 4E–4G and Table S2).
fzR52 homozygotes do not produce viable pupae in our
hands, and homozygous mutant clones are small. These
clones have even stronger packing defects than those of
fzP21; cells in the clone shown in Figure 5 are 37% pen-
tagonal, suggesting that little repacking occurs in fzR52

homozygous tissue. Thus, Fz is needed to develop reg-
ular hexagonal packing.
stbm6 and dgo380 mutant wings have milder, but sig-
nificant, alterations in the ratio of pentagons, hexagons,
and heptagons (Figures 4C, 4E, and 4F and Table S2)
and of four-way vertices (Figure S2G). Both mutants,
however, affect junction length variability more strongly
than pk-sple13/26 (Figure 4G and Table S2). Taken to-
gether, these data indicate that PCP mutant cells fail
to efficiently assemble boundaries with new neighbors
and cannot regularize their packing geometry.

Fz Mutant Cells Alter the Packing of Adjacent Tissue
To ask whether interfering with PCP polarity could alter
the geometry of packing in wild-type cells, we examined
cells surrounding PCP mutant clones with either auton-
omous (fmiE59) or nonautonomous (fzR52) effects on po-
larity. We examined the frequency of pentagons, hexa-
gons, and heptagons in fzR52 and fmiE59 mutant clones,
and in the areas of disturbed and normal Fmi polarity
surrounding both. The mutant cells within both fzR52

and fmiE59 clones are abnormally packed (Figures 5C,
5D, 5G, and 5H). However, whereas the packing defects
caused by Fmi clones are predominantly restricted to
the clone and directly adjacent cells (Figures 5E–5H),
Fz clones alter packing over long distances in wild-
type tissue (Figures 5A–5D) in the same regions where
Fmi polarity is disturbed. The abnormal packing of
wild-type cells surrounding fzR52 clones is unlikely to
be a consequence of altered cell packing within the mu-
tant clone, because fmiE59 mutant clones pack just as
abnormally, but do not perturb packing in the surround-
ing tissue. This suggests that dominant reorientation of
Fmi polarity by frizzled mutant clones disturbs the re-
packing of wild-type cells.
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Figure 6. Fmi Polarity Is Perturbed during Junction Remodeling

(A–O) Fmi and Cadherin staining in the region surrounding L3 (arrowhead) at different developmental stages. Distal is up. Asterisks indicate the

developing campaniform sensillum on L3. Green lines in (C), (F), (I), (L), and (O) are drawn between neighboring cells with coherent Fmi polarity,

through boundaries with lower Fmi levels. All scale bars are 10 mm. (A–C) A prepupal wing imaged for (A) E-Cadherin:GFP and (B and C) Fmi. (D–F)

Early pupal wing (Waddington P2A) stained for (D) E-Cadherin and (E and F) Fmi. (G–I) A pupal wing (Waddington P2B, TP1) stained for (G)

E-cadherin and (H and I) Fmi. (J–L) A pupal wing at early P2C (TP2) stained for (J) E-Cadherin and (K and L) Fmi. (M–O) A pupal wing at Waddington

stage P2D (TP5) stained for (M) E-Cadherin and (N and O) Fmi.
Fmi Polarity Is Transiently Disturbed during

Junction Remodeling
To investigate how the PCP proteins were localized dur-
ing repacking, we imaged pupal wings for Fmi before,
during, and after hexagonal packing. Since it is thought
that PCP proteins do not polarize until shortly before hair
formation, we were surprised to find that the subcellular
distribution of Fmi is polarized in many areas of the wing
before junction remodeling is initiated, even in late third
instar wing discs and prepupal wings (Figures S4A–S4D
and Figures 6A–6C). Fz-GFP (Strutt, 2001) is distrib-
uted similarly (not shown). This polarity may have been
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missed because it exhibits less long-range coherence in
imaginal discs and prepupal wings than it does later.

In prepupal wings, Fmi polarity is roughly proximal-
distal in the region surrounding L3 (Figures 6A–6C). Co-
herent Fmi polarity is lost at the beginning of the pupal
period (Figures 6D–6F): this is exactly the time at which
junction remodeling initiates. Although polarity is not co-
herent, Fmi is not uniformly distributed along cell bound-
aries. This can be clearly seen when Fmi localization
(Figure 6E) is compared to that of E-Cadherin (Figure 6D).

At TP1, Fmi polarization begins in vein cells as they
contract their apical cross-section (Figures 6G–6I). In-
tervein regions contain only small groups of cells with
coherent polarity, and the axes of these groups are not
always proximal-distal (Figures 6G–6I). By TP2, Fmi po-
larity is coherent between larger groups of cells, al-
though the axis of polarity is still mixed (Figures 6J–
6L). Fmi polarity is aligned in large coherent domains
along the proximal-distal axis by TP4, when hexagonal
packing is completed, and it remains unchanged at
TP5 when hairs emerge (Figures 6M–6O). In summary,
PCP proteins polarize during larval and prepupal stages,
alignment of polarity between cells is disturbed when
junction remodeling begins, and long-range polarity is
reestablished as hexagonal packing is completed. Early
polarization of PCP proteins is consistent with the ge-
netic requirement for fz and ds activity at this time to de-
termine the axis of polarity (Matakatsu and Blair, 2004;
Strutt and Strutt, 2002a), and it suggests that the feed-
back loop that organizes coupled proximal and distal
domains (Amonlirdviman et al., 2005; Tree et al.,
2002b) probably acts during these early stages.

PCP Mutants Enhance Epithelial Disintegration
Caused by a Lack of dynamin

We wondered whether PCP proteins might affect pack-
ing by influencing recycling of junctional components.
Therefore, we asked whether PCP mutants enhanced
the hole formation caused by shi loss of function. We
shifted double mutant pupae to a subrestrictive temper-
ature that never causes holes to form in shi mutants
(Figure 7A) or in PCP mutants (not shown and Figure S5).
When shi is combined with dgo380, stbm6, stbm153,
stbmD, stan3, pk-spl1, or pk1, hole formation occurs
even under these mild conditions (Figure 7A). This raises
the possibility that PCP proteins may worsen Cadherin
recycling defects in dynamin mutant cells. Consistent
with this, gaps in Cadherin arise more frequently in dou-
ble shi;pk1 or shi;dgo380 mutant wings than in wings mu-
tant for shi alone (Figures 7B–7D). This suggests that
Cadherin is recycled less efficiently in the absence of
PCP proteins.

Despite this enhancement, no striking abnormalities
in Cadherin distribution were seen in most PCP mutants
(Figure S5 and not shown). fzP21 mutant cells sometimes
show gaps in E-Cadherin that are similar to, but much
less frequent than, those of shi mutants (Figure 7G).
In fmiE59 mutant cells, E-Cadherin levels are elevated
(Figures 7E and 7F), but no gaps in localization are ob-
served. These observations suggest that PCP proteins
are not required for delivery of Cadherin to cell contacts
during remodeling. Nevertheless, the PCP mutants en-
hance Cadherin recycling defects caused by loss of Dy-
namin. One model consistent with this shows that PCP
proteins bias Cadherin recycling to specific places on
the cortex. Reducing both the rate of recycling and its el-
evation at a particular site could exacerbate the failure of
Cadherin delivery to growing cell boundaries.

Fmi Recruits the Exocyst Component Sec5

To test whether exocyst components were polarized by
PCP proteins, we examined Sec5 localization during re-
packing of the wing epithelium. At this time, cell shapes
are irregular, and Fmi polarity is not coherent between
cells. Nevertheless, Fmi accumulates preferentially on
specific regions of the cortex (Figure 8D). Although Sec5
vesicles are seen throughout the cell, they are particu-
larly enriched near Fmi-positive cell boundaries (Fig-
ure 8C). Enrichment persists as Fmi polarity becomes
aligned (Figures 8I–8K).

To test whether Fmi played an active role in recruiting
Sec5, we overexpressed Fmi and examined Sec5 local-
ization. Overexpressed Fmi is present uniformly around
the cortex and in large punctate structures within the cell
(Figures 8E and 8H). Sec5 dramatically accumulates in
cells overexpressing Fmi and is recruited to sites of
Fmi localization (Figures 8E, 8G, and 8H). Large internal
structures positive for Fmi and Sec5 also contain Cad-
herin. (Figures 8E and 8F). These observations indicate
that Fmi can recruit Sec5-positive vesicles containing
E-Cadherin, and they suggest that PCP proteins may
promote hexagonal packing by polarizing membrane
trafficking.

Discussion

We have investigated the cellular mechanisms underly-
ing hexagonal packing geometry in the wing epithelium.
We find that the wing epithelium is irregularly packed
throughout larval and prepupal development. Shortly
before hair formation, it changes to a quasihexagonal
array, suggesting that forces that promote surface area
minimization may influence packing geometry as they
appear to do in the retina (Hayashi and Carthew, 2004).
Epithelial repacking occurs by growth and shrinkage of
individual cell contacts that sometimes result in local
neighbor exchanges after formation of a four-way vertex.
Although the process superficially resembles changes
in bubble packing in two-dimensional foams, epithelial
cells, unlike bubbles, must build multiprotein complexes
between new contacts and also disassemble them in
a controlled fashion. Consistent with this, we find that re-
cycling of junctional components, including Cadherin, is
elevated during the process, and that recycling itself is
required to support hexagonal packing.

What mechanisms might support assembly or disas-
sembly of specific cell contacts? During embryonic gas-
trulation, shrinkage of individual cell contacts depends
on the localized activity of myosin (Bertet et al., 2004). In-
terestingly, cortical actin-myosin-driven contractility is
also required for the endocytosis of Cadherin in cultured
epithelial cells (Sahai and Marshall, 2002), suggesting
that the two mechanisms may be coordinated. Our
data raise the possibility that polarized trafficking of
Cadherin or other junction proteins may also play a
role. PCP proteins are required to develop hexagonal
packing and are nonuniformly distributed at junctions
during remodeling. Interestingly, Sec5-positive vesicles
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Figure 7. PCP Mutations Worsen Cadherin Recycling Defects

(A) Wings of the indicated genotypes were shifted to 31ºC for 4 hr beginning at stage P2B. The percentage of wings forming holes is shown.

n indicates the number of wings analyzed.

(B–D) Wings were temperature shifted, stained for E-Cadherin, and imaged in parallel under identical conditions. Arrows indicate gaps in junc-

tional E-Cadherin. (B) shi mutant shifted to 34ºC for 45 min during P2B. (C) shi;pk1 mutant wing shifted under the same conditions. (D) shi;dgo380

mutant wing shifted under the same conditions.

(E and F) a wing containing a fmiE59 mutant clone (indicated by loss of Fmi staining in [E], stained for [F] E-Cadherin).

(G) E-Cadherin-stained fzP21/fzP21 wing. Red arrows indicate gaps in junctional E-Cadherin.

All scale bars are 10 mm.
concentrate near cortical regions rich in the PCP protein
Fmi at this time, and Fmi overexpression recruits Sec5.
Sec5 is part of a multiprotein complex called the exocyst
that mediates polarized membrane delivery in a wide va-
riety of contexts (Lipschutz and Mostov, 2002). In the
thorax, the exocyst promotes delivery of E-Cadherin
from recycling endosomes to the zonula adherens (Lan-
gevin et al., 2005). An intriguing possibility is that PCP
proteins specify delivery to specific subregions of the
zonula adherens where they are enriched. We cannot
rule out the alternative possibility that PCP proteins reg-
ulate endocytosis of junctional components, however.
In the oocyte, Sec5 has been found to associate very
early with Clathrin-coated pits and Yolkless-containing
endosomes destined for recycling (Sommer et al.,
2005); therefore, accumulation of Sec5 need not reflect
delivery to the plasma membrane.

We have not yet determined whether Sec5 is recruited
to one or both sides of PCP boundaries, and the mech-
anism by which PCP proteins recruit Sec5 vesicles re-
mains to be addressed. One possibility is that recruit-
ment is mediated by activating Rho, a downstream
effector of the PCP pathway (Winter et al., 2001); in
yeast, Rho1 and Rho3 interact directly with components
of the exocyst and affect polarized delivery of vesicles to
the bud and docking at the plasma membrane. Alterna-
tively, PCP proteins might recruit Sec5 simply by polar-
izing the actin cytoskeleton; exocyst vesicles travel to
the yeast bud tip on polarized actin cables by using my-
osin motors (Pruyne et al., 1998), and we have noticed
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Figure 8. Sec5 Is Recruited by Fmi

(A–D) A wing undergoing repacking stained

for (A and B) E-Cadherin (red), (A and C)

Sec5 (green), and (A and D) Fmi (blue). Arrow-

heads indicate Sec5 accumulation near Fmi-

enriched boundaries.

(E–H) A wing undergoing repacking and over-

expressing (E and H) Fmi (blue) at the AP

boundary. Acquisition settings were adjusted

so that overexpressed Fmi was in the linear

range, making endogenous Fmi undetect-

able. (E and G) Sec5 (green) accumulates

with Fmi at the cortex and on vesicles that

also contain (E and F) Cadherin (red).

(I–K) A hexagonally packed wing epithelium

stained for (I and J) Sec5 (green) and (J and

K) Fmi (red).

All scale bars are 10 mm.
that the nonmuscle Myosin Zipper accumulates near
PCP domains (A-R.C., unpublished data). Physical inter-
actions between PCP and exocyst components should
also be investigated.

Do defects in packing geometry directly perturb hair
polarity in PCP mutant wings? Our data do not support
this idea; we searched assiduously, but without suc-
cess, for correlations between regions of irregular pack-
ing and hair polarity defects. PCP proteins appear to
regulate hexagonal packing and hair polarization inde-
pendently. In this context, it would be interesting to in-
vestigate the role of polarized exocyst-mediated deliv-
ery in hair outgrowth.

The conserved cassette of PCP proteins controls a va-
riety of seemingly different developmental processes,
and no common cell biological mechanism has ever
been proposed for their action (Copp et al., 2003; Mau-
rus and Kuhl, 2004; McNeill, 2002; Mlodzik, 2002; Strutt,
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2003; Veeman et al., 2003). Polarizing membrane traf-
ficking by recruiting Sec5 is a basic function that could
be utilized in many different contexts, and it may help
explain the requirement of PCP proteins in a divergent
set of processes. Both rotation of photoreceptor clus-
ters (McNeill, 2002; Strutt and Strutt, 2002b) and conver-
gent extension movements (Copp et al., 2003; Maurus
and Kuhl, 2004) depend on the ability of cells to make
and break intercellular contacts, as they do during hex-
agonal packing in the wing. Consistent with this, Silber-
blick (Wnt-11) acts through the PCP pathway and ap-
pears to affect endocytic trafficking of Cadherin during
zebrafish gastrulation (Ulrich et al., 2005). Recruitment
of exocyst components might also be a plausible mech-
anism to explain the ability of PCP proteins to bias Notch
Delta signaling between R3 and R4 photoreceptors,
since Delta delivery is dependent on the exocyst
(Jafar-Nejad et al., 2005). In the future, identifying the
chain of events that leads from PCP protein localization
to exocyst recruitment may increase our understanding
of these important processes.

Experimental Procedures

Immunofluorescence Microscopy

Pupal wings were dissected in fixative (8% [w/v] PFA, 200 mM

sodium cacodylate, 100 mM sucrose, 40 mM potassium acetate,

10 mM sodium acetate, 10 mM EGTA) and washed in SPT (0.02%

[w/v] saponin + 0.02% [w/v] Triton X-100/PBS). Wings were per-

meabilized for 30 min in PBT (0.1% [w/v] Triton X-100/PBS), washed

in SPT, and then blocked for 30 min in SPN (SPT + 5% [w/v] normal

goat serum). Primary antibodies/SPN (mouse anti-Fmi [1:20] [Usui

et al., 1999] and rat anti-DE-cadherin [1:100] [Oda et al., 1994], rabbit

anti-Sec5 [1:1000] [Sommer et al., 2005], and guinea pig anti-Coracle

[1:3000] [Fehon et al., 1994]) were incubated at 4ºC overnight,

washed in SPT, blocked in SPN, and incubated with secondary anti-

bodies in SPN for 3 hr at room temperature, then mounted (ProLong

Antifade, Molecular Probes) and imaged on a Zeiss Confocal Micro-

scope.

Automated Image Analysis

Cell neighborhood analysis was performed by using Cellenger

software (Definiens AG, Munich) and will be described elsewhere.

Briefly, Cellenger uses a hierarchical classification to selectively

combine small groups of pixels into larger objects such as cells, bor-

ders, and junctions. First, the algorithm classified ‘‘seed’’ regions in

the center of each cell, which are defined as local regions of the low-

est intensity. Seeds were expanded by iteratively adding pixels,

which bordered the seed, by first adding darker and then lighter pix-

els. Simultaneous growth of all seeds in this manner resulted in good

general convergence of seed perimeters with cell boundaries, which

were finally optimized by edge smoothing. In their fully grown state,

the seeds were classified as cells. All images were closely checked

visually for mistakes in boundary recognition. If image contrast was

poor, manual clean up of cell boundaries was required.

The algorithm then quantified neighbor number by the counting

cells in direct contact with each cell in the image. A boundary had

to be at least four pixels long to be considered as the side of a cell.

If less than four pixels, the boundary was classified as a 4-fold ver-

tex. Cells, which were only partly contained at the edge of the image,

were completely excluded from analysis. Members of the outermost

perimeter of cells completely contained within the image were clas-

sified as ‘‘edge’’ cells. Edge cells were counted as the neighbors of

other cells, but the number of neighbors for edge cells was not

counted.

Cell borders and vertices were classified in the following manner.

For each cell a perimeter two pixels deep was reclassified as a ‘‘bor-

der.’’ The border pixels from all cells were combined into a single ob-

ject having the appearance of a meshwork. Intersection points were

identified by attempting to overlay the meshwork with a variety of
branched patterns. Those places where a branching pattern could

be completely fit within the border meshwork were reclassified as

‘‘vertices.’’ Vertices were further classified as 3-fold or 4-fold verti-

ces according to the number of cells they contacted. Border pixels

between vertices retained the classification ‘‘border’’; each border

then represented the common boundary between two cells.

Statistical data about the number of neighbor classes, cell perim-

eter, cell area, and individual boundary length between two vertices

was provided by the Cellenger algorithm. Raw data output was fur-

ther processed and analyzed with Microsoft Excel software.

Supplemental Data

Supplemental Data including quantitation of cell packing defects in

PCP mutants (Tables S1 and S2); quantitation of wild-type packing

in other wing regions (Figure S1); controls for shibire temperature

shift experiments (Figure S2); controls for Rab11SN experiments

and colocalization of Cadherin GFP with Rab5CFP (Figure S3); po-

larized localization of Flamingo in imaginal discs and prepupal wings

(Figure S4); and normal Cadherin distribution in dgo and pk mutant

wings at 34ºC are available at http://www.developmentalcell.com/

cgi/content/full/9/6/805/DC1/.
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